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when the moon breaking forth in all her often thrilled her to the soul, was heaidj
« No,” answered Mr. Lee, with surprise, I mand ; and with coolness and self-posses-1 splendor, exhibited the combatants as plain ■ sounding a thousand times more sweetly on
sion,
which
indicates
undaunted
bravery,
p
I had hoped from the long peace that has j
AND MAINE PALLADIUM,
as
One Indian,! her ear—She quickly turned the head of
i in the light of mid-day.
reigned, we should have no more such out proceeded to give such orders as the time > stouter
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
and bolder than the rest, had gained j her boat, and although she could not propel
would
allow.
!
rages against the poor Indians. But how is
JAMES K. REMICH.
“ Let the females,” said he, iC go above, | an
< entrance and fixing his eyes on Gaston, it against the stream, she kept it ^stationary
Oificeon the Alain-street-opposite the Meeting-House. it possible, sir, if they are thus shot down,
until Gaston, who 'had
his pursuas
.... overcome
...... ..............
and lie upon the floor, and we, my brave p he saw him encouraging and directing the u.i' ' ’ ’ , . 1 His
that we can expect them to be quiet ?”
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Six of you go in the next room, and see that his
I prey. The quick eye and arm of Gas
a
deep
cut
on
the
arm,
had
left
so
little
of
paper discontinued, except at the option ot the pub immediately threatened vengeance if the
ton
were
too
rapid
for
him
;
and
in
an
in

lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
murderers were not given up. But that is the villains enter not, except over your dead l
the powers of life that he fainted a few mo
The publisher does not hold himself responsible for impossible ; because we do not know them.” bodies ; the rest will remain, and defend «stant he lay dead from a blow of the young
ments after ht* had regained his wife. Kale
any error in any advertisement beyond the amount
man
’
s
rifle.
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At this moment a loud crash of thunder this opening.”
charged-for its insertion.
knew the peril of permitting the boat to float
But
the
strength
of
the
brave
little
band
The reader must not suppose that all
echoed through the woods, so suddenly as
at length to fail. Their numbers bad with the current, and with all that courage
was still during this brief address. The began
'
to make all start from their seats.
MISCELLANEOUS.
diminished
more than half. Before the en and coolness which woman possesses in
•Indians,
whose
numbers
amounted
to
sever1
44 Well, my friends,” asked Mr. Lee, as
emy
bad
however
entered, it had been pro times of danger, she did not stop to weep
[Froni the Lady’s Book.]
,soon as all was again quiet, 44 we shall be as al hundred, had fired once, and not being a- <
posed and acceded to, as the only chance, over him, but again seizing the oar, directed
ble
on
account
of
the
rain
to
load
again,
likely to suffer from this rashness as the of
The $IaideiB’s Adventure.
Guided
by
that the females should attempt an escape ¡her
/ >.v<; bark to the opposite .bank.
......
_
fender, and must be prepared. I am glad now attempted to enter over the ruins of the from the back door, next the river, while | the careful hand of love, ho\y^could the, fra
A TALE OF THE EARLY SETTLERS OF VIRGINIA. you have brought your guns with you, for chimney, and through the windows.
I he
skiff be ¡ost even amid the rushing ’ lights had been extinguished at the first yell, llie men should cover their retreat, as well gde
unless
they
come
in
too
large
a
body
we
whirlpools it had to pass.
They safely
o Well Kate,” said her bridesmaid, Lucy
as
their
diminished
numbers
would
admit.
and all was dark, save when the flashes of
Cameron,44 the clouds look very threatening, shall be able to hold out against them,”
Accordingly the attempt was made, and an reached the bank, and Gaston having return
lightning
revealed
to
the
few
within,
the
This was said with that calmness which
ed to consciousness, supported by the arm
and you know it is said to be an unlucky ofearful odds against them without. Several exit gained ; the whole force of the Indicans
men for one’s wedding night to be stormy.” a frequent recurrence of such circumstances volleys had meanwhile been poured into the being collected at the front door to over of his wife, slowly wended his way to his 44 Pshaw, Lucy, would you frighten me will produce ; and as he rehung his rifle, af Indians and a momentary flash revealed the come the stubborn resistance of the whiles. farm.
Their anxiety, however, was for some
with some old grandmother’s tale, as if I ter preparing it for immediate use, the bride effects. Many were lying dead or dying,
The little phalanx stood firm to its post
were a child ? " I believe not in omens, and entered the room, in all the loveliness of
until they saw the women had sufficient time almost intolerable, to learn the fate of
forming
a
sort
of
breast
work
at
the
breach.
their friends whom they had left on the oth-- shall forget all unlucky presages, when graceful beauty. Few ornaments decked
Becoming more infuriated, as those who start to reach the woods before they could
the wife of Richard Gaston,” answered the her person, because none could add to her had gone before fell under the constant fire be overtaken ; and then pressed by superior er side of the river. Whether the Indians
natural grace and elegance. Her hair of
had triumphed completely, whether a suc
lovelv and smiling bride.
of the whites, the savages now in a compact numbers, they slowly fell back to the same
“ You treat it lightly, and I trust it may jet black, was simply parted in front, drawn body, attempted an entrance; and the whites door, and the few that survived, made a cessful stand had been made by any of those
not be ominous of your conjugal life,” re back and fastened behind, displaying a fore still cool, as if danger threatened not, waited rush and drew the door close after them. If they pursued, or whether all had been alike
sumed Lucy ;—44 but my Aunt Kitty says head of marble whiteness ; a wreath, ming until they reached the very breach, and overtaken before reaching the woods, they murde red by the relentless savages, were un
that’s the reason she never married; be ling the wild rose with other forest flowers, then every man, with his muzzle almost were inevitably lost — if they could gain known to Kate and Gaston, and filled their
cause it was raining in torrents the day she was the only ornament on her head. Her touching the Indians, discharged his piece. them they might escape. The delay caus minds with uneasy fears. While, however,
skin was of transparent whiteness. Her
was to have been wedded, and she discard
ed by the closing of the door was short, and they were thus in doubt as to the fate of their
large black eyes, peering through their long The savages wavered and then fell back, a- the enemy were now scarcely filleen yards friends, a hurried footstep was heard ap
ed her lover because it was unlucky.
mid
the
shouts
of
the
victorious
yeomen.
proaching, and Mr. Lee, the next moment,
44 Ah, Lucy, I do not mean to doubt your lashes, spoke a playful mischief in every
The next flash of lightning discovered the in the rear. Fear moved the one party al
With about
good aunt’s word; but there must have glance. A perfectly Grecian nose ; cherry Indians retreating to the woods, and drag most to the speed of lightning—thirst for re was in his daughter’s arms.
half his visitors, he had escaped the toma
been some more serious cause linked with lips, a beautiful row of pearly teeth ; a dim
venge
gave
additional
strength
to
the
other.
ging many of their dead with them. Anoth
the one you have mentioned. My life on it ple displaying itself in each cheek whenever er wild shout burst from the lips of the vic- The Indian fresher than his chase, gained hawk and in a few days, rallying around
them their remaining border neighbors, they
1 do not lose a husband for so slight a cause. a smile diffused itself over her features, and
’ torious whiles. When all was again still, upon them rapidly. As they heard the sav
It must be something more than a common a complexion richer than the soft red of the the voice of Mr. Lee was heard in thanks- ages close upon them, every nerve was ex succeeded in driving the hostile savages
from their vicinity.
occurrence, that shall now break off the tulip, completed a picture such as the mind
> giving, for their deliverance so far; and cited, every nerve strained to the utmost.
If anv one will visit the hospitable man
match with Dick and myself. But see, the can rarely imagine. Her neck and armss when he had concluded, he proposed a con- For a short distance indeed, they maintain
sion of the present proprietor of the estate,
company are beginning to arrive, said Kate, were perfectly bare, and seemed as if they,
ed
the
space
between
them
—
but
alas
!
the
■ sultation upon (he best means to be pursued,
as she looked from the window of her room, with her small fairy feet and the rest of her■ as it was certain the Indians had only retir strength of the whites failed, and loo many which has descended from our Kate, they
figure,
had
been
made
in
nature
’
s
most
per

may hear her story with increased interest
44 and I must prepare for the ceremony.”
ed to devise some other mode of attack. of them were overtaken by the clubs of the from the lips of some oi her fair descendants ;
The morning of the day of which we have fect mould.
savages. Gaston, who was equal in activ
The storm, which had before been beard Some were for deserting their present situa
and upon taking a view of the place where
spoken, had opened in unclouded splendor,
tion, and flying to the woods for conceal ity to any of his pursuers, had soon gained she crossed amid such perils, they will not
[
but
at
a
distance,
seemed
to
have
attained
and all seemed propitious to the nuptials
had
the
lead,
and
with
the
speed
of
an
arrow
1
~
J
that were to be solemnized in the evening. its greatest violence and to be concentrated ment ; others and the greater number, pro increased the distance between him and the be surprised to learn that the circumstance
posed remaining where they were, because
should have given to it the name ot the
The inmates of the cabin in which the prece. over the house. Peal after peal of thunder, ’
the Indians had not certainly gone far, and Indians.
Maiden’s Adventure.
ding conversahon had been carried on, had, came ringing through the hollows, each sue- I
for
He knew that his wife would make
if discovered, unprotected by the logs, they
arisen cheerfully with the first notes of the> ceeding one apparently louder and more i
be
■
the
river,
and
in
all
probability
would
must fall an easy prey to such superior
Albert’Ssiiith in Congress.
early robin, to prepare for the festival, to crashing than the former. Flash upon flash i
numbers, while by remaining they had some. able to reach it, and it was his object to gel
which the whole neighborhood, consisting of ’of the quick and vivid lightning, streamed i
We find the following in the Globe of Sat
i there also, if possible, in time to assist her
resting awhile upon the surrounding jadvantage, and a small chance to keep thftii
all within fifteen or twenty miles, (for out,
'
night, in the midst of a speech fiom
across the rocky and rapid current, or at urday
,
off.
scenery,
and
striking
terror
into
the
hearts
■
neighborhoods were then large, and habita- «
Mr.
Black
of Ga. We copy verbatim from
least
to
see
that
she
was
safe
beyond
pur

The rain meanwhile ihad ceased, and the
lions scarce) were indiscriminately invited. of
' the more superstitious guests. The rain, distant mutterings of the thunder could be *suit. The river was not far, and as he the
| Report in the Globe, beginning with a
Kate Let? was the only child of her pa which at first fell in large drops, that could i
to the State of Maine made by the
bounded
down the rough bill sides, he could reference
,
I
rents, and had been born and raised in the ibe distinctly heard, amid the awful silence, heard only al interv-.sls. All was silent in distinctly
hear the rolling of its waters over member from Georgia.
the
cabin,
awaiting
the
expected
approach
'
when the thunders echoed, now came i
Mr. Black, speaking of the State of Maine,
humble cottage which her father had assist- save
!
the rockv bed. He took the nearest course
in torrents; and the thunder pealed of
1 the savages. Kate had approached Gas- 1to the landing, and the yells of the Indians, said,
44 She could send a few long, low, black
ed to construct with his own hands. Mr. down
'
,
ton
when
she
first
came
into
the
room,
and
1
louder and louder, quicker and quicker,
Lee had moved to his present residence, out
’
schooners
to the Savannah and down the
scattered
in
every
direction
through
the
timidly asked if he was hurt. Having re- *
when few ventured thus far into the Indian leaving scarcely intermission enough for the cetved a satisfactory answer, she had re woods, strained him to the greatest exer southern coast in command of such men as
He reached the river—his canoe Philbrook and Kelleran, who under pretence
territory ; and by his own labors, and that voice of Richard Gaston to be heard by his mained silently by his side, until all was tions.
1
of his two servants, had erected a double beautiful bride. He had impatiently await- prepared for action. Then for a moment was thare—his wile was not—despair over of taking lumber to the east, might stow away a few negroes between the interstices
cabin, and cleared about fifty acres of land, ed
1 the invitation of Mr Lee to meet his forgetting the dangers that surrounded him came
his soul.
'
4 She must be taken, and I too will die,’ of their timber cargo.
upon a rich piece of high ground, a mile daughter, but no longer able amid the war Gaston yielded to the impulse of his heart,
44 Here,” says the Globe, 44 Mr. Albert
and a half from the James River. By his of elements, to restrain himself, he advan and drawing the lovely being, who was now he exclaimed in bitter agony.
At that moment, a high and bounding Smithy of Maine, interposed, and said that
urbanity and kindness, he had gained the ced to, and seated himself by the side of his his wedded wife, in all the ardor of passion
confidence of the Indians ; and in all their beloved Kate, and gently taking her hand in ate love, to his bosom, imprinted upon her step, like that of a startled fawn, drew his so far from employing 44 long, low, black
depredations so far, he had gone unscathed. his, inquired if she was alarmed by the ruby lips, the kiss of which be had been attention to the top of the bank, and his schooners^ in the abduction of slaves from
He was of good birth and education, and storm ? To his enquiry, she only smiled suddenly deprived by the onset of the sav wlfe—whom he had given up for lost, his Georgia to Maine, he would be very
and shook her head.
darling Kate, bounded into his arms. This THANKFUL IF THE GENTLEMAN FROM GEOR
the most hospitable man in the settlement.
441 see not then why we may not proceed ages.
was no time for love.
He took but one GIA WOULD ABDUCT THE 100 NEGROES FROM
The property which he held, and the style
“
My
own
Kate,
”
said
he,
“
if
you
find
in which he lived, together with his superior with the ceremony ; the storm,”------ here we are to be overcome, you must try and embrace and hurried her into his canoe, lor Maine who had voted against, and
knowledge, gave him a standing among the a keen and fearful crash, jarred the house to make your escape through the back door, the Indians were but a few yards behind.— BEATEN HIM IN HIS OWN DISTRICT AT THE
settlers superior to all. Ever ready to as-, its foundation, leaving traces of tear on the and thence to the woods. Here is one of It was but the work of a moment to cut LAST CONGRESSIONAL ELECTION.
44 Mr. Black,” says the Globe, 44 assured
mst the needv, and always just in his opin countenances of all, but the lover and the my pistols, take it, and if you are pursued, loose the line that held his bark ; but before
ions and actions, he was looked to for coun parson ; Gaston continued however, 44 the you know how to use it, shoot down the he could spring into it, three stout Indians his friend if he would deliver these negroes
storm may last an hour, and that is .longer,
to him at his plantation on the Savannah
cil rather than treated as an equal.
first foe who dares to lay a hand on you. were upon him.
4 Shove off, Kate, and trust to fortune to River, at any time after the 4th of March
As we said before, Kate was his only my Kate, than I would like to defer the con make for the river,you know where my ca
reach the other shore,’ cried Gaston, dis proximo, he would employ them in a much
child, and had been the solace of her parents summation of my hopes.”
441 am ready,” answered Kate,, blushing, noe is ; the current is rapid and dangerous, tractedly, as he turned to engage the In better business than voting against and de
for nineteen years. She had now attained
but,
if
you
can
reach
the
other
bank
you
are
dians, while his bride escaped. The devot feating so distinguished a Democrat as
to full blown womanhood, and, from her and without raising her eyes.
They rose from their seats, and advan-.. safe. Farewell now, my own sweet love, ed girl seemed doubtful whether to fly or the gentleman from Maine.”
beauty and intelligence her hand had been
and if 1 fall, may heaven shed its protection
stay and die with her husband.—Gaston, see
often asked, by the hardy sons of the pio ced to the parson, who immediately com over you.”
menced
the
ceremony.
It
was
impossible
Relics of a Leviathan.—We have been
neers.
Her heart was untouched, until
Gaston was not a man to melt at every ing her hesitation, again called frantically to
young Gaston laid siege to it. To his elo to tell, whether pleasure or pain predomi circumstance, but to be thus separated her toescape, before the Indians were upon shown, by James Bull, of this city, (Detroit,)
quent appeals she lent a willing ear, and nated on the countenances of the guests, as from his bride, perhaps never to meet her them. She now attempted to push her boat what appears to be one of the divisions of
they pressed forward, to witness the solemn
off but she had remained a minute too long the back bone of a monster of the past. It
promised to be his bride.
again, brought a tear to his manly cheek.
As Kate was the loveliest girl in the ceremony of uniting two beings for life. In Love, had for a moment unmanned his firm —a brawny and athletic savage seized the is the most perfect specimen we have ever
country, so was Richard Gaston the most to, the intervals of the thunder, a faint smile■ and noble heart; but it had past, and he boat and sprang into it within a few feet of seen, and it is supposed to have belonged to
It was
be envied among the youths. Of fine, man, would play upon their faces, but as a rat• was again a soldier ; thinking only how best the alarmed maiden. She retreated to the an animal of the whale species.
ly stature, superior intellect, and unflagging tling volley would strike their ears, theirI to defend, what he valued more than his life other end and faced about with despair found, several years since, on the Paw-Paw
painted in every lineament of her face. The river, in Van Buren county, in the interior
energy, he was the best match in the set shrinking forms and bloodless lips betrayed —his wife.
of this State. It measures within a fraction
tlement. He cultivated a little farm on the their terror. The tempest seemed for a
At this instant the whoop of the Indians Indian involuntarily stopped to gaze upon
other side of the river, and when occasion moment to have held its breath, as if to wit again sounded to the assault.—Each man the beautiful being before him. That pause of twelve inches in diameter, and is nearly
offered, engaged in the practice of law, for ness the conclusion of the nuptials :but now sprung to his post. The whites had been was fatal to him. Kate’s self-possession eighteen in length. Its dimensions would
which both education and nature fitted him. as the parson concluded with 44 salute your equally divided, and a party stationed in instantly returned, and as the savage sprang indicate that it had belonged to an animal
He had been in the settlement about seven bride,” a peal of thunder, keener and more each room. The rooms were now simulta towards her she levelled her husband’s pis at least the size of the largest whale ; and
^ears, & from his open and conciliatory man startling than any yet, struck such terror neously attacked by the foe; and with clubs tol and fired. The bullet entered the sav the question is, how came it to be deposited
ners, his bold and manly bearing, he had be to their souls, that none, not even the par and large stones, they endeavored to force age’s brain : he fell over the side of the boat, upon our peninsula ?— Detroit Daily Ad
come a favorite with all around him. He was son, or Gaston himself, both of whom had the doors. The silence of death reigned and disappeared beneath the bubbling wa vertiser.
always the first to take up his rifle, and sally been shocked, perceived that the chimney within, while without all was tumult and ters ; while instantly seizing the oar which
Fire and loss of life in St. John.—
against the hostile Indians, when necessity had fallen to the earth ; until awakened to a confusion. The door at length yielded— bad dropped from her hand on the first arequired it, and from his undoubted courage sense of their situation, by the shrill war one board and then another gave way, larm, Kate turned the bow of her boat in We learn by the St. John papers, that a fire
the direction of the opposite shore, and be occurred at that city on Wednesday morn
was always chosen leader of the little bands, whoop of the Indians, which now mingled while yell upon yell rose at their success.
ing last, which destroyed seven buildings,
in dreadful unison with the howling storm.
formed to repel the savage foe.
4 Hold on boys, until I give the word/ gan to stem the rapid current.
All thought of the storm vanished at
During the few seconds that had thus e- occupied as stores, offices and dwellingWhen the toils of the week had passed,
said Gaston, * and then stop your blows only
lapsed, the canoe had shot below the place houses, situated on the north side of Prince
Gaston might be seen, with his rifle on his once—defence against the savages seemed
with your lives?
to
be
the
first
idea
of
all,
as
each
man,
with
where her husband struggled with the re William street, together with several out
shoulder, moving toward the river where
The door and its whole support yielded,
determined
look,
grasped
his
rifle,
and
gath

maining Indians; and she was now out of buildings. Nearly all the buildings were in
bis canoe was fastened, and springing light
and in poured the savages like a whirlwind. hearing of the combatants. Standing erect sured.
Mr. Holdsworth, of the firm of
ly into it, dashing through the foaming wa ered around the females.
The Indians, led on by their noted chief 4 Fire now !’ cried Gaston, and club your in the boat, her long hair hanging loosely on Holdsworth & Daniell, was killed by falling
lers and among the rocks as safely and
guns?
her uncovered neck, her white dress moving through a scuttle ; and a Mrs. Gibloken,
cheerfully, as if passing over a smooth and Eagle Eye, to avenge the death of their
Almost as one report, sounded the guns
wife of a journeyman tailor, and two chil
glassy lake; and on the following evening, comrade, found in the morning, would per of every one in the bouse—»the yells and gently to the soft breeze, and her little bark
dren,
perished in the frdmes.--Eastport
haps
have
awaited
the
subsidence
of
the
avoiding
the
many
rocks
jutting
their
beads
he might be seen again, braving the rushing
cries of the wounded and infuriated foe, al
current, with the same careless ease, but storm, had not the falling of the chimney most appalled the stoutest heart; but this above the rushing waters, it gave to the be Sentinel of 26th ult.
more thoughtful brow ; for who ever yet displayed to them the disorder and confu was no time to admit fear if they felt it.— holder the idea of some fairy skiff, kept up &
The Amistad negroes, with the exception
guided by the superior power of its mistress.
parted from the girl of his heart, with the sion within the cabin. Viewing it as the
The Indians were making every exertion to
of the three little girls, left here on Thurs
same joyful aspect which he wore when most favorable time for an attack, they rais enter over the pile of dead bodies that block  Steadily she moved on until near the middle of
day, in the Rail-Road cars for Farmington,
going to meet her ? Let us now return to ed their dreaded war-whoOp, and sprung ed up the doorway ; and the gun of each the river, when she heard a splash, followed
to the breach.
That whoop, however,
bv a voice, some distance behind her. At where, we understand, they are to be placed
the wedding day.
but to nerve the hardy pioneers,
and man within, clasped by the barrel, was low first she thought another Indian in pursuit, on the farm of Mr. Williams, until capable
44 Have you heard of the Indian that was served
-------,
found murdered on the bank of the creek chase from their bosoms the fears which tae ered only to add another to the heap. For but soon the chilling sound was dispelled. of taking care of themselves.«— New Haven
this morning ?” said a young man, after the wars, of nature alone created.
Richard twenty minutes the fight had raged with on Her own name, breathed in accents that had Herald.
company had assembled, to Mr. Lee.
¡Gaston, from custom, assumed the com- . abated fury, and with unrelaxed exertions,
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motion of Mr. Daveis the bill was ordered to '
Commerce of' Ifeine.
I WHIG STATE CONVENTION’.
MAME LEGISLATURE. ; lie on the table.
By the last ammal repoH of the Com
In conformity to public notice, the Denio
MAIL ARTICLES,
| The bill to repeal the charters of the Globe,
merce and Navigation of the United States, ; r‘H,ic Whin Membeis ofjhe Legislature with
,
Citizens
’
,
and
Frankfort
Banks
was
passed
to
IN SENATE.
it appears that the tonnage of the Country j many other Democratic Whigs, convened at
i McLeod’s Trial Postponed__ ..The
, he enacted.
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 24.
jhe
Representatives
’
Chamber,
on
Thursday
! Once read and to-morrow assigned—Re | Albany Evening Journal informs us that the
has increased 100,839 tons during the year.
The Senate appointed Messrs. Sewall, solves for the appointment of Commissioners Circuit Court in Niagara County, at which
Mavch 18, to nominate a candidate to be sup
The whole amount September 30, 1839, ported for Governor at the next election.
Pike and Burbank conferees on their part, to settle claims against the State.
the trial of McLeod was expected to come
was 2,096.478 ; the table shows a progres
The Convention was called to order by Col. on the disagreeing vote of the two Houses,
on, falls through in consequence of an irreg.
sive increase, with an occasional exception, Foote of Wiscasset, on whose motion the upon the County officer bill. The yeas and
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
clarity in drawing a Jury. We find the
from 1815 to 1828, when it stood at I ,- Hon. R. H. Vose, President of the Senate, nays were called upon the motion to insist
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 24.
was
appointed
President
of
the
Convention,
following letter from the District Attorney
741,392 tons; it then fell off to 1,260,978
and appoint conferees, which was decided
Bill to authorize school districts to pur in the Rochester Democrat : —
tons and did not recover itself until 1834 and Robert Goodenow of Farmington, and in the affirmative as follows, yeas 16, nays
chase common school libraries, was read a
Carl of Hollis, were chosen Secreta
when it attained to 1,758,907 tons and has I Thomas
third time, and on motion of Mr. Andrews
Lockport, March 12, 1841.
ries.
been gradually increasing since.
Mr. Vose, on taking the Chair, made a
On motion of Mr. Hammons the Senate laid on the table.
D
ear Sir—In consequence of an error
During all these periods the tonnage of speech replete with sound democratic doc proceeded to the consideration ofthe Bill to
Passed to be engrossed—bills authorizing of our County Clerk in drawing a Jury for
Maine and of Portland has regularly ad trine and stirring eloquence, which called incorporate the Great Falls and South Ber the town of Orono to keep in repair the
bridge across the Stillwater stream, in said our next Court, the Court will go down and
vanced, as the following table will show.
forth frequent bursts of applause.
wick Branch Rail-Road Company.
This* town—exempting certain islands near Kitte McLeod will not be tried now. I drop y0li
On
motion
of
Mr.
Eaton
of
the
Senate,
w
Maine. U. States. Portland.
bill had been twice read and the question ! ry from highway taxes.
this line in hopes you will so inform the
1820,
140,374 1,280,166
33,620 Messrs. Eaton, Coburn, Fletcher, Lyman, was upon passing it to be engrossed. Mr. I Bills passed to be enacted—to incorporate witnesses, that they may be saved the trom
Thatcher,
Paine
and
McLellan
were
appoint

174,790 1,423,1 12
1825,
45,693 ed a committee to receive, sort and count the Parsons proposed some amendments which Dexter Company—New Sharon Woolen ble and expense of coming up. We shall
183'7,
'251,570 1,896,686
53,081 votes for a candidate to be supported as Gov were adopted ; he also submitted his views Manufacturing Company—to set off part of want them by and by at another Court. I
270,232 1,995,640
J 838,
53,185 ernor of this Stale, for the next ensuing po at some length in favor of the bill ; Mr. Scarborough to Saco.
will let them know when.
282,286 2,096,478
55,163 litical year.
1839,
Hammons was also in favor of the bill and
In haste, &c.,
J. L. WOODS.
THURSDAY, MARCH 25.
The committee having attended to the duty it was passed to be engrossed.
Maine is thus shown to have nearly oneMr. Andrews called up the report of the
assigned
them,
reported,
that
the
whole
num

seventh < f all the tonnage in the U. States ;
We learn that instructions have been
Judiciary committee that legislation is inex
of votes was 177, EDWARD KENT
THURSDAY, MARCH 25.
Portland is the sixth port in the U. S. in the ber
pedient on an order for abolishing the offices promptly despatched (on the 11 th instant ) by
has 168, and five other persons have 9 votes.
The Senate proceeded to the consideration of Attorney Genera! and County Attorneys, the Secretary of War, to discharge the
extent of its tonnage, Bath the 9th and Wal
The report was unanimously accepted.
of the Resolves for apportionment of Sena
doboro’ the 10th.
On motion of Mr. Cutler of the Senate, tors and Representatives, which were twice &c., and moved that it be recommitted. He brigade of Florida militia, (“ sedentary,”) unThe following tabular statement will
i
Messrs. Cutler, Daveis and Sewall, were ap read and the question was on passing the wished to hear the reasons of the committee der General Read, authorized to be called in
to the service of the United States during the
show the tonnage of the several districts> in pointed a committee to wait on the Hon. Ed same to be engrossed. Mr. Williams oppos for their report.
past summer.—Nat. Int.
Mr.
Foote
said
the
office
of
Attorney
Gen

ward
Kent
and
inform
him
of
his
nomination.
this State.
ed their passage at some length, and moved eral is a constitutional office, and could not
On motion of Mr. Otis, Messrs. Otis, Little, their indefinite postponment. Mr. Burbank
Portland,
55,163 6l
Despatches from Mr. Stevenson.—The
Dumont, Burbank, Morse, Fitts, Lincoln and opposed the indefinite postponment. Mr. be abolished by legislation, and as to the
W aldoboro’,
45,125 72
Getchell, were appointed to report Resolu Hammons opposed the passage of the re County Attorneys, they will shortly be chos New York American says that Mitchell King
■*. Belfast,
33,935 62
en by the people, who will do what is right. Esq., who came passenger in the Caledonia
tions.
solves and advocated indefinite postponement.
Mr. Andrews said the Constitution can be from Liverpool, was the bearer of important
Passamaqnoddy,
12,990 50
Col. Foote then addressed the Convention Messrs. Daveis, Sewall, Eaton and Lane also
W iscassei,
1 1,602 31
in a series of pertinent and well timed re enteied into the discussion. Mr. Hammons amended by two thirds of the House, and a despatches from our Minister at London, and
Saco,
marks, and held up in striking contrast, the moved that when the question be taken it vote of the people. He withdrew the mo- proceeded to Washington immediately after
2,386 6l
old fashioned democracy of Thomas Jeffer be taken by yeas and nays. Mr. Eaton mov I lion to recommit —The report was adopted. his arrival in New York.
* Bath,
47,431 04
Mr. Bryant called up the bill authorizing
son, of which he had been a uniform disciple, ed that when the Senate adjourn, it adjourn
Penobscot,
34,959 70
Trial of Peter Robinson.—The trial of
school districts to purchase common school
with
the
modern
or
loco
foco
democracy
of
to
meet
at
7
o
’
clock
this
evening.
This
vote
Frenchman’s Bay,
17,180 76
libraries.
Peter Robinsan for the murder of Mr. SUythe present day.
was
taken
by
yeas
and
nays,
ami
decided
in
Machias,
10,909 50
Mr. D. Dunn thought it wrong to take any darn, at New Brunswick in New Jersey, af
Mr. Otis, from the committee on Resolu the affirmative 17 to 7 as follows :
Kennebunk,
thing further from the school money. Ten ter a thorough investigation, which was con10,229 13
tions, reported the following :
Yeas — Messrs. Barrell, Burbank, Cutler, per cent. is already to be taken for repairs. tinned for several days, was brought to a
York,
1,061 87
1. Resolved, That we congratulate the Daveis,
Eaton, Freeman, Ingalls, Lowell, He would not object to authosizing districts close at 10 o’clock on Wednesday evening.
The tonnage of new vessels built in Maine friends of freedom and ol the country, upon Merrill,
Pike, Sawyer, Shaw, Sewall, Thom to raise a tax for this purpose if they choose. Chief Justice Hornblower presided, and was
the
auspicious
result
of
the
late
Presidential
last year was 27,705 60 tons, being more
as, True, Vose, Weeks— 17.
assisted by the associate Justice. Messrs.
He moved indefinite postponement.
than any other in the Union, consisting off election, which has placed in the highest ofNays—Messrs. Bennett, Bolster, Good win,
Mr. Bryant said the hill leaves it at the op Wood and Graham argued the case in behalf
26 ships, 48 brigs, 68 schooners and 3. fice in the nation, a statesman and patriot, Hammons, Lane, Parsons, Williams—7.
tion of districts to do as they please. If it of the prisoner, and Mr. xMolleson, the Attor
who brings to the discharge of his important
steamboats. In Portland there were built duties,
The question returned upon the motion to was imperative upon them, there might be ney General, closed in behalf of the prosecu
an honest heart, a clear head, ami an
7 ships, ¡7 brigs and 5 schooners. — Massa- enlarged experience in important public postpone, and the Senate refused to postpone, objections, but it is not.
tion. Chief Justice Hornblower summed up
as follows:
Mr. Bradley was in favor ofthe bill for sev the evidence, and explained the law, in a
sachusetts was the next highest, her new trusts.
tonnage amounting to 24,446 30.
The
2 Resolved, That the Inaugural Address
A eas—Messrs. Bennett, Bolster, Goodwin, eral reasons. He considered it democratic to ! charge of about two hours, and at half-past 8
new vessels built in the whole country con of President Harrison embodies sentiments Hammons, Lane, Merrill, True, Williams—8. let the people use their own money to pur-1 o’clock the jury retired. At 10 o’clock, the
returned into Court, and gave a verdict
Nays —Messrs. Barrell, Burbank, Cutler, chase books for their children. He did not jury
sisted of 83 ships, 89 brigs, 439 schooners, and principles which, when carried into ef
think it would diminish the school money, of guilty of murder in the first degree. The
122 sloops and 125 steamboats. During fect in their true spirit, will bring back the Daveis, Eaton, Freeman, Ingalls, Lowell, Par for towns disposed to purchase libraries, Chief Justice gave notice that the prisoner
the same period there were lost at sea 27 administration of the government to the prin sons, Pike, Sawyer, Shaw, Sewall, Thomas, I would take that into consideration in raising would be brought up to receive his sentence
ciples of the Constitution, and to the standard Vose, Weeks—16.
ships, 32 brigs, 51 schooners and 13 sloops ; of
school money. He believed that in districts i at 11 o’clock on the following day. It seems
pure republicanism as practised in the days
The Apportionment Resolves were debat I where libraries exist the inhabitants generally | hardly possible that there should be a clearer
and condemned as unseaworthy 4 ships, 12 of Washington, Jefferson and Madison, and
consider the money better expended for books case than was made out by the evidence on
bri^s, 25 schooners, 9 sloops and 10 steam the eminent statesmen who laid broad and ed during the evening session.
this trial.—Boston Daily Adv.
than for schools.
boats.
deep the foundations of our greatness ; it will
FRIDAY, MARCH 26.
The motion to postpone was lost, 18 only
To show the relative position of Maine restore to the country, in time, the prosperity
The Senate resumed the consideration of in the affirmative.
Peter Robinson. —Sentence of death was
in regard to the commerce of our country, which it has lost by the mismanagement of the Apportionment Resolves, the question
Mr. D. Dunn moved to amend so as to re pronounced yesterday upon this criminal.
those
who,
either
by
design
or
through
inca

it may be stated, that in the tonnage of new
being upon the adoption of the amendment quire a vote of a majority of all the legal The day assigned for the execution is the
vessels she is \\\e first among the States, in pacity, have bankrupted the Treasury, de offered by Mr. Merrill last evening, which voters in the district.
16th of April.—The reports say that his ap
ranged the currency, and dried up the sour provides for twelve districts for Senators in
the coasting tonnage and in the cod and ces of individual prosperity and national
Mr. Bryant had no objection to the amend pearance and demeanor throughout the aw
stead
of
fourteen,
although
the
number
of
ment, but believed the passage of the bill to ful solemnity bore the character of indiffer
m ickerel fisheries the second, in the one wealth.
Senators is to be the same that the original be called for.—The apprehensions of the ence, and at times even of levity.—Salem Reg,
case New-York and in the other Massachu
3. Resolved, That the principle of one term resolves provide.
gentleman from Montvdie reminded him of
setts only preceding her.
In general ton for the Presidency is a republican principle —
A motion was then made to lay the subject
Bold Villany.— Last evening, between
nage she is 3rd, in the number of vessels en- it restrains the desire of the incumbent for re on the table—negatived. The question then the story of the old man who put on his
son’s vest, after he had been at work in the the hours of half past seven and 9£ o’clock,
teiing her ports 3rd, in imports the seventh, election, and teaches men to look to other returned upon adopting the amendment of field, and finding it would not meet by
six
and in exports the 10th. The value of her sources for favor than subserviency to the fered by Mr. Merrill. The amendment was inches, thought he had been bitten by a the store of Davis, Palmer & Co. No. 87
Washington street, was entered by means of
imports last year were $982,724 and of her Executive will. The shorter the period of negatived—yeas 8, nays 14.
snake, and was in great agony until his son false keys, and a large quantity of Gold
power,
and
the
certainty
of
its
limitation,
will
Mr. Eaton then proposed the following a- came home with his father’s vest hanging Watches, Jewelry, and Silver Plate, stolen.
exports $895,485. But it most be remem insure more purity in rhe administration of
like a bag about him. The gentleman will The safe was entered, trunks broken open,
bered that these items do not include the the office ; and a'more active energy in pro tnendments to the resolves :
York County. 1 nstead of classing the towns find his fears as groundless as those of this and between sixty and seventy dollars taken
vast amount of our domestic imports and moting the greatest good of the country, than
exports, our lumber, hay, potatoes, &c. when the first four years are spent in schemes of Acton and North Berwick, that they have poor man. Mr. B. said books lay the foun from a pocket-book, including one fifty dol
dation of all our intelligence and usefulness, lar bill of the Eagle Bank, Boston. The
which we send to all parts of the country, for re-election, and the last four, when suc separate representations.
and Mr. B. hoped the bill would pass with or store was closed and left at ha! f-past seven
Cumberland.
Amend
the
Representative
cessful,
in
securing
the
election
of
a
favorite
nor the flour, corn, dry goods, &c. which
apportionment by inserting “ Freeport, one.” without the amendment.
with a light burning within, by the young
successor.
we receive in return ; none which articles
The amendment was adopted by a large men who sleep in the store, and who return
Lincoln. Amend by striking out all which
4.
Resolved,
That
when
abuses
in
admin

find their way on to the books of the cus
ed for that purpose at half-past nine, and dis
istering the government have crept into prac related to this county, and inserting a new majority.
tom-houses.
bill was then passed to be engrossed, covered the robbery, which was committed
tice, and designing men have crept into office resolve. Mr. E. stated that this amendment 72The
to 59.
We need to increase these advantages, by by these abuses, and used the influence of was offered in consequence of petitions for
during the heavy shower of rain.—Atlas.
Passed to be engrossed—Bill to incorporate
improving our interior communications, and their offices in controling the elections, it is separate representations, from towns in each
of
the
classes.
Great
Falls
and
South
Berwick
Railroad
Co.
United States and Great Britain.—
this open winter which has interrupted the the duty of the government to reform such
Waldo. Amend by classing Brooks and
The Madisonian slates that the despatches re
transportation of produce from the country, abuses, and to turn out of office the men who Swanville
FRIDAY, MARCH 26.
together, and Jackson and Mon
ceived by our Government by the Caledonia
impresses upon ns more strongly the impor have thus misused their power, and pervert roe.
Mr. Andrews moved to reconsider the vote from Great Britain, are entirely of a pacific
their offices from an agency of the people
tance of enlarging our facilities of intercom ed
Hancock &r Washington. Some slight a- passing the bill authorizing the purchase of character, and although there had been some
to their own selfish purposes.
school libraries.
munication with the fertile and producing
excitement in England on account of the ar
5. Resolved, That when a State or Nation, mendments merely clerical.
Mr. Morrison said the bill had been fully rest ol McLeod, yet the public mind was be
regions in the rear of us. — Portland Adv.
These amendments were all adopted as
in
time
of
peace,
runs
in
debt,
it
is
evident
' —mniumniM cow« —if n iwiittaaaMmcm
discussed, and passed by a large majority, and coming more quiet.
that without a change of policy it can never they were successively proposed.
Mr. Bennett offered an amendment which reconsideration would only consume time.
New Brunswick.— It has been for some meet its engagements ; but continue to go
The yeas and nays were ordered, and the
time past rumored that there was to be a deeper and deeper till its credit is ruined— would strike out the towns of Parsonsfield,
Another outrage by a British Cruiser.
—-We learn that letters have been received
change in the government of the Province this Nation and this State, under the late Cornish, and Limington, from Oxford district vote was reconsidered, yeas 87, nays 58.
On motion of Mr. Andrews the bill was from the brig Richmond, Bates, of this port,
restoring them to York—rejected, yeas
ol New Brunswick, and that Sir John Har Van Buren rule, have both become involved and
7, nays 14.
indefinitely postponed, by the following vote: which state that this vessel had been over
vey, whose administration has been highly in debt beyond the necessities of the times,
After several ineffectual motions to amend,I Yeas—York — Bartlett, Brackett, Bragdon,
by a British cruiser. The Richmond
satisfactory to the people of the province, and without any corresponding advantage, the resolves were passed to be engrossed — Brooks, Dam, Deering. Goldthwait, Huff', L. hauled
was on her passage from Salem to St. Helena
and it is the duty of those now in power to
was to be recalled from the government. practice the most rigid economy to prevent yeas 14. nays 7, as follows—
Littlefield, J. M. Littlefield, McDonald, Paine, and thence to Mozambique ; and a few weeks
The Provincial legislature were disturbed the increase of debts, and to develope all the
Yeas—Messrs. Barrell, Burbank, Cutler, Tuck, &c._90.
before her arrival at St. Helena, when off the
by these rumors, and to satisfy their doubts resources of the country to discharge the Eaton, Freeman, Ingalls, Lowell, Parsons,
Nays —York —Bryant, Dow, Frost, Kim Island of St. Thomas on the Coast of Africa,
Pike, Sawyer, Shaw, Sewall, Thomas, Vose ball, Miller, Prime, Tucker, &c.—62.
she was brought to by a British brig of war,
they sent an address to Sir John, asking debts already contracted.
6. Resolved, That the agency of banks in -14.
him in direct terms to inform them what
Mr. Andrews called up the resolve for the (the Persian, our informant thinks) her in
Nays—Messrs. Bennet, Bolster, Hammons, appointment of a Board of Commissioners to voices and other papers were demanded and
on the fiscal operations of the nation
truth there was in these rumors. His an- carrying
'
settle claims against the State. Read a third examined, and she was finally suffered to
swer to their inquiry has confirmed their ap- al
' government, is as essential as in carrying Lane, Merrill, True, Williams—7.
on
the
financial
affairs
of
a
State
or
of
indi

time, and Mr. J. Otis offered a substitute giv proceed on her voyage, nothing being found
prehensions.
'
SATURDAY, MARCH 27.
viduals —that the government should not be
ing the Supreme Court equity jurisdiction in to justify a seizure. This is the fifth Salem
The following are the proceedings in the <“ divorced from banks,” which, when in a
Upon the bill to incorporate the Maine, cases of persons applying for relief against vessel that has been searched by English
assembly.
< sound condition, are the sources of our cur Massachusetts and New-Hampshire Railroad the State, and directing the Land Agent and cruisers within a few months.—Salem Regis
On Monday last, the following Resolu rency ; but the money power of the nation Co. there was quite an interesting debate, in Attorney General to attend in behalf of the ter.
tion was moved in the House, by Mr. Par- tshould be independent of Executive control. way of explaining the objects for granting the State.
lelow :
7. Resolved, That we commend to the act, the benefits to be derived from the build
Look out.—The Vermont Watchman
says, that “some rascal has stolen a general
SATURDAY, MARCH 27.
“ Whereas reports are in circulation that consideration of our Whig friends the im ing of the road, &c. fee. in which Messrs.
Eaton, Burbank, Pike and Lane par
Resolves dividing the State into districts plate of“ the Farmer’s and Mechanic’s Bank”
the Head Quarters ofthe Provinces of No portance of patronizing sound political news Sewall,
papers,—of extending their circulation and took.
for the choice of Senators and apportioning (Vt.) and manages to fit it for various Banks
va Scotia and New Brunswick are about be thus extending their usefulness, and giving
On motion of Mr. Sewall the bill was laid Representatives, were read once and Monday of this name.”
ing removed to Halifax, and that a Civil back in return the reward to public journ on the table for a few moments.
assigned.
The same paper says, that 5’s of the Bank
Governor is to be appointed to supercede alists, which from their influence upon the
On motion of Mr. Thomas the Senate pro
Mr Bryant offered an order that from and of Woodstock, letter A. (L. A. Marsh Cash
Sir John Harvey in the Administration of public mind they deserve and so seldom re ceeded to the consideration of a bill to repeal after Monday the House hold two sessions a ier, Lyman Mower President,) have been dis
the charters of the Glebe, Citizens’ and day, and on motion of Mr. E. Olis it was laid covered in Boston.
the Government of this Province; and ceive.
8. Resolved, That we feel a deep interest Frankfort Banks, which was read twice and on the table.
whereas, the Assembly would deem anv
Bills passed to be enacted —to establish
Another robbery was committed in the ear
change that would cause His Excellency’s in our disputed boundary, the settlement of passed to be engrossed.
The bill to establish the Maine, Massachu Great Falls and South Berwick Railroad Co. ly part of Wednesday evening, at the South
which has been delayed for the last twelve
removal as a measure highly injurious to years
by négociations which have led to no setts and New-Hampshire Railroad Co. was —to incorporate Washington Manufacturing End. The dwelling house of Mr. Stephen
the best interests of this Colony ; there- isatisfactory results—that we have cause for again taken up.
Co.
S. Andrews, No. 1 Church street, was enter
fore
(complaint that no advances have been made
And the question returned upon passing
ed and a large trunk containing two small
“ Resolved unanimously, that an humble by
' the two last administrations in bringing the bill to be engrossed. The yeas and nays
ones, in one of which was about $375 in
MONDAY, MARCH 29.
negotiation to a conclusion—that we were called for.
Address be presented to His Excellency this
1
Bill to repeal the charters of the Globe, money, consisting of doubloons, sovereigns
Mr.
Parsons
proposed
to
amend
so
as
to
to the present administration for ener
the Lieutenant Governor, praying that His look
1
Citizens’ and Frankfort Banks, was read three and Spanish dollars, was stolen. Mr. An
action and a full vindication of our de limit the Company to three years for the sur times, and amended in concurrence.
dre ws is sexton in Bromfield street church,
Excellency will be pleased to afford the getic
j
vey and location of the road, and to six years
The bill was passed to be engrossed—yeas and was out with his family attending a lec
House such information on the subject as ferred rights.
9. Resolved, That we have full confidence for the completion. This amendment was 163, nay 1, (Mr. Cunningham.)
ture when the theft took place. The rogue
His Excellency may think proper.”
in the talents, integrity, and patriotism of our adopted and the bill passed to be engrossed
entered
the house through the back door;
Resolves
reported,
read
once,
and
Wednes

And it was ordered thereupon, that Chief
<
Magistrate, the Hon. EDWARD by the following vote : 10 yeas, 2 nays.
went by a private staircase and took the
day
assigned
—
apportioning
a
tax
on
the
sev

Messrs. Partelow, End, and Wilson, be a KENT, and cordially recommend him to our
Passed to be enacted—Act to set off part of eral Counties (County taxes)—in favor of trunk from under the bed. He is one no
committee to wait upon His Excellency with Whig friends for re-election to the office of Scarborough to Saco.
Frontier, Central and Westbrook Banks (State doubt that is well acquainted with the house
the Address.
jGovernor. All which were read and unan
to pay loans)—making an appropriation for and with the situation of affairs inside, as no
adopted.
MONDAY, MARCH 29.
His Excellency was pleased to make the imously
'
other room to appearance had been entered.
the road from Wilson to Moosehead Lake.
Mr. Sewall, from the committee of conferees
Messrs. Burbank, Otis, Morse, Goodenow
Bills from the Senate read twice and to The neighbor who resided next door heard
following reply thereto :
Dunn, addressed the Convention, with upon the disagreeing vote of the two branches morrow assigned—to suspend the operation the person going up stairs, but supposing it
l( Gentlemen — In answer to your very and
'
much force and effect, as they were succes on the County Officer bill, reported that the
gratifying Address, I regret to have to in- ¡sively called for. The latter gentleman was conferees had met and agreed that the Senate of the Revised Statutes until the 31st July was one of the family, made no alarm. No
next, and the Militia Law until Jan. 1, 1842. discovery has been made further than that
form you that I have received a Despatch peculiarly
¡
happy and piquant in his remarks, should farther amend the bill, and the House
Bills passed to be enacted—to repeal the two small trunks were found yesterday in an
from the Secretary of State for the Colonies, which were received with great enthusiasm should concur with the Senate when they charters of the Citizens’, Globe, and Frank alley near Church st. and not far from Mr.
cheers.
shall have amended the same. The report fort Banks.
informing rne that Her Majesty has been and
!
Andrews’ house, rifled of their contents.
Toted, That these proceedings be publish was accepted and the bill was amended, not
pleased to decide that 1 shall be relieved in
There was some clothing in the large trunk,
materially varying the provisions of the bill NOMINATIONS BY THE GOVERNOR. but nothing of much value except the mon
the Administration of the Government of¡'ed in all the Whig papers in the State.
but merely perfecting it.as it was previously
The Convention then adjourned.
New Brunswick, and I have reason to be
March 20—Isaac W. Booker, Phipsburg— ey.—Boston Times.
passed by the Senate. The amendment only Caleb Hodgdon. Booth bay—Joseph Moore,
R. H. VOSE, President.
lieve that the arrival of my Successor in the
Robert Goodenow, ? o
makes provision for a second election in case jr. Gouldsboro’—James Hamon, Eden—Sim
The population of the British province of
Province may be very shortly expected.
Thomas Carl,
J Secretaries.
there should be no choice the first time. On eon Ryerson, Lubec—Inspectors of Fish.
New Brunswick, is 156,000.
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From Buenos AvRES.-By the bark Are[Correspondence of the N. Y. Express.]
In Wells, Mr. Ebenezer Wheelwright.—
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His death was caused by being crushed by the
Washington, March 23.
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trouble. These pills are purely vegetable
ental for the purpose of settling accounts with ments in attention to public business. The
and may be taken with perfect safety under
Louisiana.—A Whig State Convention his par/fcwZar/rreni/, Gen. Rivera, and ulti 1 resident is in good health I learn, although
all circumstances; They differ from other
was held at New-Orleans, on the 9th ult., mately that of replacing Gen. Oribe at the prevented by the rush of visiters from taking
Cid at New-Orleans, 12lh nil. barque Nimrod,
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The Hon. George Evans passed through Providence.
the next General Election, which occurs in France. Gen. Rivera is in the “ Cornpania”
At Havana, 13tl, „K. ship Ri28; Williams, for best family medicines in use. The fbllowin«“
town last night, for his residence in Gardiner.
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[From the Rev. E. D. TrickeyJ\
N. Y. Jour. Com.
uents through the term of twelve years that Burnham, Baltimore. In port, 13th, among oth
Haying used Savage’s Bilious Deobstruent
lie has been in Congress entitle him to their ers, for Liverpool, Eliza-Thornton, 15th. For Pills for more than three years in my family,
New-York and Virginia. — There has
Latest from Florida.—St. Augustine, respect and gratitude.
Havre, Laurens, Idg.
and having experienced their beneficial ef
been a dispute of some time standing between March 22.—From the West we learn that 60
We copy from the Boston Atlas the follow Cid. at Boston, 30th ult. barque Finland. Dan fects on my own person, I can recommend
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ing suggestion, complimentary alike to Mr. iel Nason, jr., New Orleans.
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Fanning, and been sent down to Tampa;
quence of the refusal of the Governor of the and also that Gen. Armistead had actually Evans and Maine.—Portland Adv. of 27lh.
ever used for obstructions in the bowels, in
“No one has yet been agreed upon as
and relieving the stomach, and
former State to surrender three men, alleged made a shipment to the West. This is very
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in all the various diseases for which they are
to be fugitives from justice in the State of encouraging, but we must wait a while be Minister to England. In the present state of J
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-------our relations with great Britain on the Boun
Virginia, on a demand by. the Governor of fore we can exult much in our prospects.
N pursuance of the provisions of the Will recommended by the proprietor.
dary question, the Minister should be select
,
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in relation to this matter, but no compromise
to the State Department, we should join in the
composition of Savage’s Bilious Deobstruent
has been effected. —A new aspect has been all theii haunts, nor do we yet know what recommendation of the Governor, but as the
The Mansion House of the said Jacob Pills, and having used them, 1 hereby certify
will be the effect of money and negotiations
given to the controversy, by a recent applica upon the larger parties.
case stands, Maine is entitled to the appoint Fisher, with the Out-Buildings, Garden and that the articles of which they are composed
Orchard adjoining.
are among the safest and most beneficial
tion by the Governor of New-York to the
The Florida Indians now remaining which ment. .Jie has never been honored with any
The Dwelling-House, called the Brown
oi i CaoJes*irn«ted (we have no correct data) foreign mission of importance, if Maine House, on the main road, with the Out- known and used in medicine and that Sav
Governor of Virginia for the surrender of
age’s Pills according to my observation of their
were a Southern State thus involved in such
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CALVIN CUTTER, M. D.
iner. Gov. Gilmer, of Virginia, refused to ! »re prevented from quarrelling among them- citizen of the State should be employed to . Three (nearly equal) lots of Land, contain
ing about three acres each, joining said last
Dover, Sept. 1, 1840.
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surrender the criminal, until the three men i[selves by their greater quarrel with the arrange the difficuity. There is much anxi named
lot, lying between Win. Safford’s
ety felt in Marne on this important subject,
demanded from New-York were given up. [ Whites; though it is quite probable that ex and
the Hon. George Evans is universally land on one side, and James Lord and Joseph
[From Wm. Burr, Editor Morning Star.]
isting jealousies have for the three years past
Danes on the other side,—a plan of which
“ 1 his refusal of Gov. Gilmer being corn- ( prevented any combined operations. As the designated as the man to be selected.
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Finding, however, that the whigs were re
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solved to prevent an election, by speaking aRobinson, the murderer of Abraham Suy- have led to the recovery of all the property
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gainst time, so as not to take the question till dam, was yesterday sentenced by Chief Jus taken from the store of Davis, Palmer & Coy fiematrnng-in.tte Post-Office at Kennebunk, and interest thereon, and recorded on the
York County Records.—Conditions made
the adjournment on Monday, at which time, tice Hornblower, to be hanged on the 16th there being about five hundred dollars worth
Maine, March 3Is/, 1841.
known at sale.
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------ ooo----__________ CALEB S. EMERY, D. Sh’ff.
to close and that there was scope enough
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number of about 500, “ turned out,” as the while he was sitting at a table, writing a repeipt, he, Robinson under pretence offetch- m permitting this bold robber to be at large
’ VV;,l,ar?1 nLord’ Jeremiah Lord, 4th, lo choose a Visiting Committee, and to
phrase is, on Monday morning last,—that is,
andf Hmi°uey’ W®nt 0Ut’ gOt bebhl(l him> will perhaps be better appreciated when all diah 1 ¡f!l°fili|SiLA°ri ’ BenJamm Larabee, Oba tiansact any other business that may legally
they assembled, formed a procession, and, pre and felled him witn a blow of a carpenter’s the circumstances are known.
diah Littlefield, Augustine Littlefield, William come before said meeting.
° y
dl
a/g ir ^-rSi
17
C
*
Litt
lefield,-Mitchceded by a band of music, marched through ion nf’ntbcS Racily corroborating the opin
N
athan
W
iggin
,
Fast Day.—Thursday, 22d inst. has been ell & Gillpatrick, Rufus McIntire, A. McCulof Dr. Smith, on the trial, that the wound
Timo. Frost,
the principal streets of Saco and Biddeford, ion the
back part of the head was made with appointed by the Executive of this State, to lock, Joshua or Oliver McCloud, Mrs. Nancy
Samuel Jordan,
with banners borne by their own number. a niunt instrument.
y
be observed as a day of public humiliation, Maxwell, Mrs. Mary March
Benaiaii Littlefield.
The victim not stirring, he supposed him fasting and prayer.
They proceeded to the Freewill Baptist Meet
N. O. P. Q. R. S.
Benja. Perkins.
dead,
and
dragged
him
down
into
the
cellar.
ing-House, where officers were chosen and
MkX Dan.ie' Nason’ jr., Joseph Perkins,
Miss Maranda Perkins, Miss Olive Peabody
PURSUANT to the above petition the in
addresses were made by several individuals,
hymeneal,
Ì
-Unel Rideout, Miss Martha Robinson,- :habnants of School Distric^No. 5, quaL
male and female, resolutions were adopted, EJSed"!k WhiCh mUSt haVe inStaal,y exGeorge W. Stover, William Stratton,
1died to vote in town affairs, are hereby not ,
la/1 m^RiÎ£!
&c. &c. The Democrat, from an article in
T. U. V. W. X. Y. Z.
1
Î ’cm Jadcob Emery, to Miss Victoria, daugh”U4ct
onmMonVhe Sch«oi i^ in said DisOther revelations are said to have been ter of Mr. Benjamin Wentworth.
which the foregoing facts are derived, says
Joshua Treadwell, Jacob Taylor, Mrs ’itict, on Monday evening, April 5th nt i
made,
but
these
we
forbear
to
repeat
—
though
past
six,
to act on the above petition. ’
4
In Springfield, 18th ¡»st. WiHiam Stow, Esq Hannah I hompson, Mrs. Susan F. Tarbox’ 1
the principal cause of the turn out was a re 2im?n^Xteni °f tb’S deP,aved and hardened
a the, SPr,n2field Gazette, to Miss Han- Mrs. Juba Ann Taylor, Mrs. E. Thompson’!
PHINEAS
STEVENS,
^ent
duction of wages.
? E-dauShter of Joel Miller, Esq.
op“ g£ x^we suspect’yet d-eiKennebunk, March 27, 1841.
S
-Joseph Waterhouse, Daniel Wise, George
I" New York city, by Rev. Mr. White, Henry Wise, 2, James Woodman, Franklin Weils I
Ladies’ Companion for April.—This
Black, Esq. of Orange co., to Widow Eliza GnzJ
Edwm Walker, John Worth, Abraham Wells’
JV® TICE !
number is embellished with a beautiful en
Catch the ViLLAiNS.-The Mayor of Bos'------ OOO------James Wakefield, Obadiah L. Webber MiU Nr
------- accordance with a vote of the Comgraving on steel—subject, the Child saved___
; ton’
Mary Wakefield, Miss Caroline Wormwood I
SUBSCRIBER, hereby forbid all
Ab?
g
Ä"
d
’
Mr
Daniel
H
B,aisde,,
>
10
Miss
,
fo.IiowinS «eMiss Rebeckah Webber.
63 Letters ’ ! • ? Pe,’sons harboring, trusting or emnlovor, the Newfoundland Do«-. The contentsXaids^or^p'a^
JAMES OSBORN?P.m!
HUABÄ*D’ ™
asus.;a!) ai.e entirely origina! and e,„!,rae(;
^~d"
I would avoid the penalty of the Law ;-and if
OBITUARY
contributions from several of our most popu’!& Co0l«l9nn P"thecJlse of Davis, Palmer
= BOS™N ACADEMY'S Collection ofS,,a_ they have trusted him on my account hereto
on Sunday morning
i in It
®120? ; Gilbert & Sons, $600 ; and JasVsn^A In lihis
hr magazine writers of both sexes.
minocied Music—-------last ed. l^’Gorshouk1 trust him on my account heL
I in the case of Mr, Andrews, $200.
iz *0JSaJei!y
D- KEMICH. , « ,el’1
not pay any debts of his conI Kennebunk, March 4ih? 1841.
I w'!?’ .j .
JOSHUA HUBBARD
1
' Wells, March 23, 1841.
’
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brandretws pills.
------- -ooo----- —

JEW D A V I D’S O R H E- THE RESURRECTION,
OR
• brew plaster.
PERSIAN PILLS.

------- OOO------VEGETABLE and Universal Medicine
i
----------- 000———
he peculiarities of Ibis Chemical Com- (ry=ii. order
oruer that
mat this
im» valuable
.«.u«...- medicine
...........
proved by the experience of thousands to
iFin HE VEGETABLE PULMONARY BALpound are owing to its extraordinary should not be counterfeited, we have a plate
be, when properly persevered with, a certain
| saM is believed to be deservedly the most) cure in every form of the Only One Disease, effects upon the animal fibre or nerves, lig- representing a Persian scene, that is struck on
by e . g. S Q. U I E R .
! popular Medicine ever known in America, for all having the same origin, and invariably arise aments and muscles ; its virtues being car- each bill, one of which accompanies each box.
being^
conahs, colds, asthma or phthisic, consumption, from the UNIVERSAL ROOT of all disease, ried by them to the immediate seat of dis- We deem it unnecessary to publish a long list
I
i whooping cough, and Pulmonary affections ol namely, IMPURITY or IMPERFECT circula
r
ain
and
weakness.
1 of Certificates,
as they will
neither
to nor
ease, or of pain
! of Certificates,
as they
will add
neither
add to nor
Hark who is this, with tripping feet,
every kind.
tion of the BLOOD.
.
pood
any
internal
remedy
may
’
diminish
the
virtues
of
this
admnable
com»
However
The
Vegetable
Pulmonary
Balsam
has
been
With sunny skies and voice so sweet,
In a period of little more than three years in
®
r
.•
...:n
i
_
. .. „
very extensively used for about twelve years ; the United States, they have ^stored to a state id be this, as an external application, will prove pound.^}
With flow’ry ringlets in her hair,
povveribI* auxiliary ¡¿/removing
dis-1 ‘ £■
SupeTmr
in removing the dis-1
-........ to the Hygean, Brandreth’s, Evand its reputation has been constantly increasing. health and enjoyment over ONE HUNDRED a powerful
Tell me who is this beauteous fair ?
. -i-.
......
z.ages
of Lo-of ans
the Matchless (priced) SanaSo universally popular has this article become THOUSAND persons, who were given over as ease and. facilitating
the cure
in cases
Lo-’, Tomato,
ans’}
I hear the warbling blue-bird’s note,
that it may now be considered as a standard arti- incurable by physicians of the first rank and cal~
1 see the ground bird’s russet coat,
cal Inflammation^
Inflammation, Scrofulous Affections,
....... . ! tive, or any other Pills or Compound before
l cle in a large part of the United States and Brit- standing, and in many cases when every other King
I see the red-bird’s flashing wing,
’s Evil,
and Chron- Ij the
as certified
to byJ Physicians
and
Kings
EjVII, Gout,
VUUl, Inflammatory
iiiuaiiiiiiaiviji --------------------tl,o public, ......................
.
-.
- fl cases
.. ...... . where
.»rl> AVO seated
cautPil i others.
.,1.,
I nt none
nnno condemn
pnhdpmn thPIll
tilCV
' ish Provinces. Many families keep it constantly remedy had been resorted to in vain.
1 hear the distant robin sing,
ic Rheumatism,
andi •in_ all
— Let
them 1)0111
until they
by them, considering it the most safe as well as
Ah this,—ah this, —is beaut’ous Spring .
In all cases of Pain or Weakness, whether it pain or weakness exists.
( have tried them, and then we are certain
certain remedy for the above complaints. 1 ne be chronic or recent, whether it be deafness or
will not.
A gentleman travelling irt the South of they
(
Proprietors have received, and are receiving pain in the side, whether it arise from constitu
It is now a settled point with an who have
Hark 1 who is this that bounds along
numerous recommendations from many of our tional or from some immediate cause, whether Europe and Palestine, in 1830, heaid so used the Vegetable PERSIAN PILLS, that
With blithsome step, and joyous song,
jysiuiauS, who make use of it in their prac- it be from internal or external injury, it win be much said in the latter place in praise of i
best Physicians,
That o dds the top of yonder hill,
The names of a few individuals who have cured by persevering in l,?ea PURGING”‘ in Jew David’s Plaster ; and of the (as he con- ithey are pre-eminently the best and most ef
tice., T'
ficacious FAMILY MEDICINE that has yet
And (fashes on the opening rill ?
en their
This great principle of
PURGLNtr
in sidered) miraculous cures it had performed,
given
..... testimony in favor of this article are
1 hear the squirrel barking loud,
’• fined,, and for a more full account see sickness is beginning to be appreciated. It is that he was induced to try it on his own been used in America. If every family could
here subjoin.
1 see the brightening azure cloud,
found much more convenient to take an occa person, for a Lung and Liver Affection, the become acquainted with their Sovereign pow
the envelone to the bottle.
I hear the forest vocal ring,
Doct. Samuel Morrill, sional dose of half a dozen Pills, and be always removal of which had been the chief object er over disease, they would keep them and
Doct.
Amory
Hunting,
I hear rejoicing Nature sing,
« Timothy Baylies, well, than to send for a Doctor and be bled of his journey, but which had resisted the be prepared with a sure REMEDY to apply
“ Truman Abell,
AU hail,—all hail,—O beaut’ous Spring!
“ Jere. Ellsworth,
blistered, and salivated—with the certainty that genial influence of that balmy and delicious! on the first appearance of disease, and then
“ Thomas Brown,
“ Albert Guild,
if you aré not killed, you will be sure to have
how much distress would be avoided and
III
*. William Perry,
months of miserable weakness, and the only one climate.
AN INTERESTING CASE.
He accordingly applied a plaster on the money sftved5 us well us the lives of thousands
Hark ! who is this all clothed in light,
who
is
benefitted
is
your
Doctor.
Look
at
the
who are hurried out of time by neglecting
Extract of a letter from Mr. C. S. Clay, Kingston,
That scatters blossoms in her flight,
difference between the appearance of those two right side of the chest, where the pain was disease in its first stages, or by not being in
' Ulster County, N.Y., to the proprietors :
That bids the swelling buds be seen,
seated,
another
between
the
shoulders,
and
Yours of the 9th inst. was duly received. A persons—one has been treated by
And decks the earth with robes of green ?
one over the region of the liver. In the possession of a remedy which they can place
remarkable cure was effected by the Vegetable practitioner—see how pale and debilitated he
A voice is in the dancing stream,
.
.
mean time, he drank freely of an herb tea dependence upon.
^s,
see
how
the
shadow
of
death
throws
his
| Pulmonary Balsam, in the Winter and Spring of
That glitters in the bright sunbeam,
fr^All who wish to guard against sickness,
He soon found his
1835. The person, Mr. Moody, had been sick a solitary glance from his emaciated countenanve, of laxative qualities.
1 hear it as the willows swing,
should use the PERSIAN PILLS freely
Iona time with the consumption. His physician see how he trembles in every limb ; hi» eyes (health improving : and in a few weeks his when needed ; no injury can ensue, if used
Swayed by the zephyr’s downy wing,
(
left him, the sallowness of bis skin dis
had~o-iven him up. He was reduced so low as to sunk ; his teeth destroyed-his constitution, cough
A welcome to,—returning Spring!
,
his pain was removed, and his from youth to old age, when taken according
be unable to help himself, and was raising a perhaps, irrevocably gone—yet, just hear how appeared,
^e health became perfectly reinstated.
IV
to the directions.
.
lanre quantity of blood, when he commenced the Doctor arrogates to himseff efedltQ^Call for the bill that accompanies each
Say who is this al) decked with smiles,
using the Balsam, which effected a complete cuie says, “ most inveterate case of Liver com
Since that time he has been recommend
plaint
”
“
nothing
but
the
most
energetic
remeCrnnes she from the Indian isles,
and he is now as hale and hearty as ever he was
ing it to his friends and acquaintances, for box in all cases.,
v^^XTtut Ln’, all fixed pains whatever ; such as RheumaWhere swift the sunny streamlets flow,
Mr Moody has removed from this town, but he1 dies saved him.”
n®

O’er diamond sands that gleam below ?
has promised me » more detailed account of his’ Mercury and Bleeding, ruined h19
better s"ay.-So to save life you must half poisoni tism, Gout, Head-ache, Nervous Tooth-ache, sian Pills.-The.se pills raise from the great
She comes —she comes o’er land and main case, which I will forward you. C. ». CLAY .
Pain in the side, hip, back and limbs, in eve-1 est weakness, distress and suffering, to a state
with that comforter of the teeth and gums
She breaks old winter’s icy chain,
Kingston, N. Y. June 25, 1838.
The
MERCURY—and positively make a man mis- ry case of which it has proved an effectual of strength, health and happiness.
Then haste ye maidens chaplets bring,
Argyle, Nova Scotia.
He has likewise witnessed the happy name of these pills originated from the cirAy’—trip it in the mazy ring,
Tn the winter of 1837 and 1838,1 was seized1 erable the sad remainder of his existence; this is cure.
effects of its softening and healing qualities1 cumstance of the medicine being found on y
And welcome bright, returning Spring !
curing. Shocking folly .
with a violent cough which contmued two or called
Let us now look at your “ P^ged man the in numberless cases of Scrofulous Humors,> in the cemetries of Persia.
This vegetable
three
months.
My
cough
was
so
severe
that
1
V
man who has taken Brandreth s PiH«. forLiver Knots, Wens, White Swelling, Hard Tu’ production being of a peculiar kind, led to
was obliged to sit up in bed two or three hours
Ah 1 this is spring, the bright and gay,
during the night, andl was much reduced in Complaint-he has the firm, elastic tread o mours, Stiff Joints, Ague Cakes, Ague in the' experiments as to its medical qualities and
Her reign is welcomed by the lay,
strength, his nC°u» enanrC® •
Breast, and the like, to the united satisfaction• virtues. In hall a century it became an es
flesh ¡nd strength and my appetite gone. One conscious
Of thousand warblers from the steep,
tablished medicine for the diseases of that
of my neighbors had a bottle of the Vegetab e and serene, his eye is full and 9Parkbn^wdh9 of himself and others.
Of mountain high and valley deep.
the
feeling
of
new
life
and
®
Pulmonary Balsam, which he would not sell
The extract of this singular pro
It has likewise been very beneficial in ca- country.
(
Ah this is spring, she treads the skies,
been confined a few days to his bed,but.he u
was introduced into some parts of
He however loaned it to .no till 1 could P'»«“«
ses of weakness, such as Weakness and Pain duction
(
And brightens the cerulean dyes,
ed
nothing
but
the
true
B
randreth
i
ill
-,
an
him another. I experienced immediate relief Son rLB without an,
XülsS in the Stomach, Weak Limbs, Lameness, Af Europe in the year 1783, and used by many
She spreads o’er earth her magic wing,
Irom it. The first opportunity I had I procured
physicians in curing certain dis
Then quickly shoots each living thing,
,
mme of it, and to.the^ee ofit I esor.be.th.
by his constitution. Instead ofbe‘"sft'"°u ‘ h’“ fections of ihe Spine, Female Weaknesses, celebrated
To welcome bright, returning Spring!
a weak slate he will be stronger, after he has &c. No female subject to pain or weakness eases, where ail other medicines had been us? ervation of my life.
JAMES W. LEN
entirely recovered the attack '. beca“jej
in the back or side, should be without, it. ed in vain. Early in the year 1/92, the
Dec. 17, 1838.
blood and fluids have become punfied, and hav Married ladies, in delicate situations, find extract was combined with a certain vegeta
PROBATE NOTICES.
ing purged away the old and impure Aulds’
great relief from constantly wearing this ble medicine imported from Dura Baca, m
counterfeits, beware of imposition 1
solids aTo thereby renovated, and he is not^borne
At a Court of Probate holden at Saco,
the East Indies, and formed into pills. I he
plaster.
Each
genuine
bottle
is
enclosed
in
a
blue
down by useless particles, but has rene
within and for the County of York, on the
admirable effect of ibis compound upon the
It
has
lately
been
discovered
that
the
Jew
on which is a label, sigired by ^mpson life and body both.
_
human system, led physicians and families
first Monday in March, in the year of our ,wrapper
The principle of purging with Brandreth I David’s or Hebrew Plaster is a sure remedy
Lord eighteen hundred andforty-one, by the Reed. NONE OTHER CAN RE GENUinto
its general Use. Their long established
for
Corns
as
the
following
certificate
will
Pills, removes nothing but the useless an
Hon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said
irrThe outside Yellow Label will have, on caved particles from the body,-the morbid and show—more can be seen by balling upon our character, their universal and healing virtues,
the detergent and cleansing qualities of their
Court .*
•,
r
in the Villages.
corrupt humors of the blood; lbo8®‘iuf^9 agents
<
andlfler December 1839, in
specifical action upon the glandular part of
ON the petition of Lydia Millet, widow' of Sampson Reed, the signature of Wm. John Cur which cause disease-they impede the func
CERTIFICATE.
John Millet, late of Kennebunk port, ler. one of his partners.
the system, are such as will sustain their rep
lions of the liver when they settle upon that
„ .
East Bloomfield, Feb. 18,1840.
The great celebrity of the Vegetable Pulmo ori/an, and which, when they settle upon t e
utation and general use in the American Re
¡n said county, deceased, praying for an al
Messrs Comstock & Co.-I feel myself under public.
lowance out of the personal estate of said de nary Balsam has been thecause
° muscles, produce rheumatism ; or, upon the'
introduce spurious articles, which by partially nerves, produce gout ; or, upon the lungs,pro-’ great obligation to you or your Jew David s
ceased :
...
ORDERED—That the petitioner give assuming the name of the genuine, are ca cula- duce consumption; or, upon the intestines cos’ Plaster. I have been troubled with corns on
(CF T o MOT HERS,xs
tiveness ; or, upon the lining of ‘he blood ves‘ my toes for seventeen years, and tried almost
notice thereof to the heirs of said deceas ted to mislead and deceive the public. A,n0
Messrs. E. Chase
Co. ;-Gent^-Hearing
these mixtures are the “American I’ull?oaa7 . sels, apoplexy and paralysis, and all the train1 every thing that was recommended, but could
ed and to all persons interested in said estate, Balsam,” “ Vegetable Pulmonary Balsamic Syr-.j of disorders so melancholy to the sufferer and1 find nothing that did any good, till I tried the much said about the extraordinary effects of the
by causing a copy of this order to be publish
Hebrew Plaster. 1 pared the corns and applied Resurrection or Persian Pills upon those about
all who behold them.
.
become Mothers, we were induced to make a
ed in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in
the Plaster, after having it on about twenty fourI to
Yes, purging these humors from the body
trial ol them. My wife was at that time he
Kennebunk, in said county, three weeks suc
the trie cure for all these complaints, and eve hours the Plaster came off, and the corns pealed, mother of five children, ano had suffered the
cessively, that they may appear at a Probate
ry other form of disease ; this is no mere asser offand left a hollow place, and are entirely well, most tedious and excrutiating pams during and
Court to be holden at Kennebunk, in said NARY BALSAM, and see that it has the marks tion, it is a demonstrable truth, and each day it and as smooth as they ever were.
after her confinement of each. She had tned
Yours Respectfully.
county, on the first Monday in April and signatures of the genuine.
is extending itself; far and wide it is becoming
every means and taken much medicine but
WONTON JOSLIN.
Each bottle and seal is stamped Veg
next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and
known, and more and more appreciated
N B I would advise all those afflicted with found little or no relief.-Sho commenced .aking
The cure by purging may more depend up
.
shew cause, if any they have, why the Pulmonary Balsam.”
the Persian Pills about three months before her
q^One more Counterfeit, besides the on the laws which produce sweetness or purity corn3, io make trial O£f Hie Hebrew PiaaUr
prayer of said petition should not be granted. «American
confinement, (her health being very poor about
others than may be generally imagined. Whatever
Pulmonary balsam,” and othes
Attest, John Skeele, Register.
this length of time previous) and soon alter was
Rochester, N. Y.
tends to stagnate will produce sickness, beca«se
above alluded to !-An attempt has
A true copy—Attest,
.
enabled by their use to attend to the cares of a
deceive the public by a spurious
ca *ed it tends to putrefaction ; therefore the necessity
Agents for Vermont and N. Hampshire.
John Skeele, Register.
mother to her family until her confinement. At
“ Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam,
somet rn
For
sale,
also,
by
the
following
sub-Agents
:
of constant exercise is seen.
the time she commenced taking the fer.ian
signed Samuel Lee and sometimes Sampson
When
constant
exercise
cannot
be
used
i
Kennebunk,
Alexander
Warren
;
Kenne

Al a Court of Probate holden at Saco, within L^e-said to be prepared by an unprincipled
Pills, and for several weeks previous, she was af
FROM
ANY
CAUSE,
the
occasional
use
of
and for the County of York, on the first Mon man in Bangor, Me. The name is written in Opening Medicine is ABSOLUTELY required bunkport, Oliver Bourn ; Veils, Seth Hatch ; flicted with a dry, hard cough, and frequent. se
North-Berwick, Sheldon Holrbs._________
vere cramps, which the use of the Pills entire y
day in March, in the year of our Lord a way to resemble the genuine s^nature, and^s Thus tffe conduits of the Blood, the fountain
removed before using half a box. It 13 w)th
eighteen hundred and forty one, by the Hon. a most foul attempt to deceive the
and of life, are kept free from those impurities
o-reat confidence that we advise all those about
WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge of said avoid the punishment that awaits actual fo^ery. which would prevent its steady current minis
to become mothers, to make use of the Persian
-------- ooo-—----For sale by REED, WING & CUTLER, tering health. Thus, morbid humors are pre
Court :
r.
r
M. B. TRUFANT would say To the Pills All those that have taken them in our
JOHN BOYD, a son of Ebenezer L. (late Low & Reed) wholesale dealers' l«
’ vented from becoming mixed with it. It is na
public, that the increased demand for neighborhood have got along in the same easy
nioD,
mic of
vi South-Berwick,
..............................................
1« j Medicines, Paints and Dye Stuffs,
.«
J
B
oyd, late
in said
ture which is thus assisted through the means
manner,
and are about house in a few days.
the above article, from abroad as well as
at
county,
deceased •’, «ml
and aa devisee
devisee in
m aa certain
certain j hatn street, Boston, and by Druggists and coun and outlets which she has provided for hers^f’
__
....
.
LUUIIIJ)
----- 7
■ «Sen, purposing
<o be .he Inst -R - lry .„».ehnnts
New Leg ? , .»d «
Dr- Brandreth's Offices in New York home, warrants him to believe it to be as rec- There does not appear to be half the danger o
testanient XTd deiiXdf having p--nmd (
^^^¿Uiriughourthe United States are 241 BROADWAY, 185 Hudson st. and 276' ommended, when faithfully applied,.as the other difficulties setting in after confinement
testament of said deceased, having presented the principal places thr
where these Pills are taken.-We unitedly say,
Bowery, between Prince and Houston sts.
following will show :
the same for probate, and requested that ad- and Bril«b Prejm«..
let none.negleol taking them, for I my are^n the
Philadelphia, 8 North Eight Street.
THIS
Medicine
is
the
most
safe
and
effec

ministration,
with
the
will
annexed,
of
the
Foi
sale
by
reach of the poor as well as the rich.
.».HiiOll ill
nun
/
DANIEL REMICH.
Baltimore, 80 South Charles Street.
tual remedy ever yet discovered. The sub Irnlv thankful that there is a remedy which lesaid estate of said deceased, may be granted
Boston, 19 Hanover Street.
males can easily procure which bids toJessen th.
September
4,
1840.
______
_______
scriber
has
been
Agent
for
the
sale
of
the
ato him ; the executors named in said will
Albany, Corner of Green and Hudson Sts.
i world of suffering, which many of
bove
medicine
for
a
few
months,
and
during
bavin*7 declined the trust :
■ riNHE HUMAN HAIR.— Where the hair
Pittsburg, Pa. 154 Wood street.
that time has seen persons affected with the! bear, and perhaps save the lives of thousands
ORDERED—That the petitioner give no
Cincinnati, 119 Main street.
Salt Rheum in every degree, from a very’ which otherwise would be lost.
tice thereof to the heirs of said deceased, and
Louisville, Ky. 99 Fourth street.
Rochester, May 14th, 1838 ; corner of Caledo..................
slight touch on the hand to the covering ot nia":
St. Louis, Mis. 56 1-2 Market street.
to all persons interested in c"’ ’
rEdinbi.rgh ^treeL For fuHher par
the
whole
body,
completely
cured
by
the
a]
Keio
Orleans,
3
Old
Levee.
causing a copy ot this or1“’
ticulars, see subscribers.
S.
Charleston,
70
Meeting
street.
bove
medicine
;
and
would
recommend
it
(
in the Kennebunk Gazette,
Montreal, 63 Notre Dame.
nebm.kjn said county,
pXm foeto ,'l.“«¿fog'the
with the utmost confidence, to all affected in
Pills
Certificates can be Vrociired by calling up
O’How to be secure from Counterfeit
any degree with the above complaint. And
sively, that they may appear
vurvorting to be Brandreth s Pills.
on the agents in the villages, who ta’e » togtr
.X TJNNa Kennebunk in
W^ber.
1 N^ever purchase without being positively sure resort has been bad to this in cases of obstin
county, on the first Monday in A|
>
.vUl.i, r-irrv nourishment to the bulb aie that the person selling has an Engraved cer ate humors of years standing with entire bill containing a treatise on rnos
their causes and remedy, to dtstriS
SAMUEL ADAMS.
success.
Bt ten bf the clock in the forenoon, end shew sele wh.< h cany
moy be g0011.
structed, then the oils, &c., may ne guuu, (tificate of Agency, and Observe it has been
touslv.
E. W. CAPRON & Co.,
Hallowell. Feb. 20,1839.
cause, if any they have, why the ptayer ot as they tend m
,
y Agents for Vi. and New-Hamps ttre,
to mlax
relax the
the skin
skin ;; but
but alone,they
alone, they )renewed ; no Certificate being any guarantee
after
12 months from date that Pills sold by the
said petition should not be granted.
are
of
no
avail.
There
must
be
a
stimulus,
,
The subscriber having been Agent for the to whom all orders must be addressed (po
1
Attest, John Skeele, Register.
to rouse the vessels from their torpor, and hOSuebraA¡on?,nfo York County will be supplied sale of the above named medicine for several paid) Rochester, N. Y. ,
A true copy,—Attest,
.
quicken the current of the b\ood.-Extract by Mr. J?hn O. Langle,, my only Travelling months, and having known of several cures For sale by the following Agents :
John Skeele, Register.
from ClirehugVs Treatise on the hair.
Kennebunk, Alexander Warren.
Agent in Maine-or by ordering from my performed by using it, can safely recommend
March 12.
The Balm of Columbia is the only prepaia- Principal New England Office,
JYells, Seth Hatch.
it
to
those
afflicted
with
Salt
Rheum.
that can have that effect, being entirely
North-Berwick, Sheldon Hobbs.
J. E. LADD.
Jll a Court of Probate held al Saco, wdlnn tion
,
19 Hanover St., 19—BOSTON,
free
from
any
oily
substance.
Its
positive
andfor the County of York, on the first Mon
Price—One Dollar, with full directions.
August 6, 1840.
______ _
KENNEBUNK, JOHN OSBORN & Co.
day in March, in the year oj our Lo d qualities are as follows :
For sale by
Acton, Evans & Hemmingway.
1
1st
—
For
infants,
keeping
the
head
free
eAleen hundred and forty-one, by the Hon.
D. REMICH, Kennebunk.
Alfred, Benjamin F. Chad bourne.
from scurf, and causing a luxuriant growth
stoiatso
A. LUQUES, Kennebunk-port.
WM A HAYES, Judge of said Court .
Berwick, N. Sheldon Hobbs.
OHN S. C. MOULTON, administrator Of2d-For ladies after child-birth, restoring
May, 1840.
Berwick, S. Parks & Wilson.
HIS Valuable Vegetable MedicinfXaint’
of the estate of William Moulton, late ol
Berwick, S. J. S. T. Cushing.
the skin to its natural strength and firmness,,
unrivalled for the following compla>n^
ffJ’MOFFAT’S LIFE MEDICINES—
Sanford, in said county, deceased, bavin?; preBuxton, H. McKenney.
viz -.-Dyspepsia or Indigestion, Diseasei j
The efficacy of Moffat’s Life Pills and Phe
sented his first account ot admmistiation of and preventing the falling out th® han\nv
“
J. C. Lewis.
3d—For any person recovering from any
Cornish, Cotton Lincoln.
nix Bitters having been tested by thousands‘ er, Bilious Disorders, Dropsy, Asthma, Co
the estate of said deceased, for allowance .
Hollis, Jonathan Rumery.
ORDERED—That the said administrator debility the same effect is produced.
yeaHy for several years, and having estab tiveness, Worms and loss of Appetite ail
¿th—If used in infancy till a good growth
Kennebunk-port, S. H. Gould.
lished beyond further cavil their infinite su cleansing the stomach and bowelj
give notice to all persons interested, by caus
Lebanon, James Brackett.
ing a copy of this order to be published, three! is started, it may be preserved by attention to
periority over all other specifics for human pains in the Side, Stomach and Dreas »
“
Frederic
A.
Wood
&
Co.
latest period of life.
,
maladies, as the published testimony of hun and Coughs of long standing, Hoa senes,
weeks successively,in the Kenn.eb“"^ tha[> the5th
Limerick, John Sanborn.
—It frees the head from dandruff,
printed at Kennebunk, in said county, tha
dreds of grateful citizens has shown, Mr. shortness of breath, Nervous complaints,
Limington,
Winburn
Adams.
strengthens the roots, imparts health and vig
Moffat respectfully suggests to the considera Its virtues surpass any thing heretofoie
they may appear ata Probate Couit t
Limington, E- Henry Small.
at Kennebunk, in said county, on the fiis our to the circulation, and prevents the han
tion of invalids suffering from whatsoever in removing St. Vitus’ Dance ; two. bot les
Lyman, Benjamin Dudley.
malady they may, whether it is better to con have been known to cure this afflictin
Monday of April next at ten of ther c
_ from changing colour or getting gray.
Newfield, M. & P. S. Wood.
6th—It causes the hair to curl beautifully
“ having
having baffled every exertion for
in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any
y
tinue to suffer the pangs and tortures of dis ease after
“
S. C. Adams.
•s.—
—It has a most powerful influence,
when done up in it over night.
Parsonsfield, F- & E. H. Newbegin.
ease, or by applying the remedy furnished in four years.
have, why the same should not be allowed.
(j^No
ladies
’
toilet
should
ever
be
made
William Stackpole.
loving nervous complaints. It is p ea
Attest, John Skeele, Register,
his LIFE MEDICINES, obtain a restoration in removing
“
John Morrill.
and so easy in its operation that
A true copy—Attest,
.
to health, comfort and enjoyment ?
He ant to take,
I
W 7th_ Children who have by any means con
John Skeele, Register.
Sanford, J. M. Bod well.
be administered to the infant with
thinks
there
can
be
but
one
answer
to
this
it
may
“
Howard & Kendall.
tracted vermin in the head are immediately
question—and that answer an immediate ap safety.
March 12.
..
Shapleigh, Moses Goodwin, Jr.
and perfectly cured of them by its use. It is
AGENT FOR YORK COUNTY,
plication of the SOVEREIGN ANTI
Saco, McIntire & Beck.
PKIIO'EWS NOTICE ! I
DOTES to be obtained at his principal of
DANIEL REMICH.
*n^-j»THE LATE MAYOR of Philadel
Wells, Joshua E. Littlefield.
E regret to be under the necessity of
fice, 375 Broadway, or at any of his numer
“
George Littlefield.
Who
will
supply
the article, to dealers, at
once more reminding our Country phia has certified under seal of the city to
“
Joseph Wilson.
ous agencies.
the
character
of
several
divines,
physicians,
the
lowest
wholesale
prices.
Waterborough,
James
Leavitt.
subscribers that we are m want of Cash and
and gentlemen of high standing who declaie/
(CS^These valuable Medicines are for sale
Wells, Barak Maxwell.
Wood. We would now say to them, that, positively under their own hands (a11 of
by DANIEL REMICH, Kennebunk.
York, Edward Chase.
unless they immediately attend to paying
August 6,1840.
______ _
“
Alexander Dennett.
the balances due, their demands will be pu. which may be seen at the Office) that the ba m
HE subscriber having contracted with
«
G. M. Freeman.
of
Columbia
is
not
only
a
certain
Priv

in suit, without further notice. We shal! *eB. BRANDRETH, M. D.
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the town of Wells for the support of
gret the necessity of resortmg to such a ative, but positively a ‘^to^ive of the human
241 Broadway, N. Y.
course, and sincerely hope they will obviate hair ; also,, a- cure- f°r Dandruff. AV ho shall
HEREAS my wife, OLIVE PEN~
May, 1839.
dispute, or who go bald ?
.
it by immediate
1CH.
BEWARE ! 1—Some counterfeiters have
of January last, without any provocation, and
p
harboring or trusting them on bis
attempted to imitate this article. Let it nevei
Kennebunk Gazette Office, ?
refuses to return, 1 hereby forbid a Persons a!U~ ho.bo..ng
as fce ml|
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purchased
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used
unless
it
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—
----ooo
--------January 28, 1841.
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Co. on a splendid wrapper.
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ruled v Writing and Let-' harboring-.
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* - il W1n ....
„ay1 01
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J
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Wells,
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For sale at Kennebunk by A. Warren.
Kennebunk, Jan. 9,1841.
k sale, by
WM. LORD & Co.
* September 26,1840.
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